
Have To

Name: Result: Date: __/21  __/__/20__

He ________________________ longer than half a second.1.
(past/not/wonder)

___________________________ with it?2. (what/he/could/do/?)

Silence ______________ him up into his own arms and carry him like a
baby.
3.

(past/lift)

To be sure the growing Honour Roll faced him there, every name written in
letters of flame that leaped out and scorched him, but at least he
_______________________ back there and could bear his shame better.

4.

(past/not/sing)

A woman has not the right which men _______________ the
accomplishment of her hopes in open day.
5.

(seek)

You ____________________ further back; you
_________________________ the why and the wherefore of these things in
order to get your starting point.

6.

(not/go) (not/analyse)

You know I said three months ago that if you didn't care for me I
_______________________ this place.
7.

(should/leave)

Now, in prospecting, a man ________________________: his money is
always discernible to the eye of faith.
8.

(not/wait)

I __________________ long for the cause, for suddenly the harsh, sharp
beat of a drum was heard, and immediately after the head of a column
wheeled from one of the side streets into the Rue St. Honore.

9.

(past/not/look)

They just ____________, from inside somewhere, to save others.10.
(past/be)

I __________________________ her to women, and all that.11.
(shall/introduce)

That race especially we ________________ for this war.12. (thank)
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They ____________________ the same way.13. (past/passive/steer)

The city was still so airy and open, you ______________________ out of
it at the first pleasant day.
14.

(past/not/fly)

Generally the wild creatures were not so close even at these lonely
camps, and we ________________________ against attack, although there
were always sentries and watch-fires, and we always slept with our loaded
rifles beside us.

15.

(past/not/guard)

He _____________________ those, too.16. (would/destroy)

I ______________ you, Jenny!17. (past/tell)

If it takes you now two-thirds as long to relearn as it originally took to
learn, then one-third of the work originally done on the list
________________________________, and this saving is the measure of
retention.

18.

(passive/not/do over)

Powell _________________ that it was about the ship.19. (past/confess)

The cleverest and most accomplished Romans were situated rather more
like ourselves, or at least as we should be situated if we
___________________ Latin and Greek, and if there were no modern
language worth studying except French.

20.

(past/not/learn)
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